Abstract. This paper presents an overview of electron densities obtained near Io from the Galileo plasma wave instrument during the first four flybys of Io. These flybys were I0, which was a downstream wake pass that occurred on December 7, 1995; 124, which was an upstream pass that occurred on October 11, 1999; 125, which was a south polar pass that occurred on November 26, 1999; and 127, which was an upstream pass that occurred on February 22, 2000. Two methods were used to measure the electron density. The first was based on the frequency of upper hybrid resonance emissions, and the second was based on the low-frequency cutoff of electromagnetic radiation at the electron plasma frequency. 
Principles of Measurement
Two methods are used in this paper to measure the electron density. The first, which is the most common, is based on the frequency of a thermally excited electrostatic emission at the upper hybrid resonance frequency. As discussed by Stix [1962] , the upper hybrid frequency is given by f vi = •/f p2e + f•ce, where fpe is the electron plasma frequency and fce is the electron cyclotron frequency. The electron plasma frequency is given by fpe : 8980 •e Hz, where Ne is the electron number density in electrons per cubic centimeter and the electron cyclotron frequency is given by fce = 28B Hz, where B is the magnetic field strength in nanoteslas. If the electron cyclotron frequency is known, as it usually is from onboard magnetometer measurements, then it is easy to show that the electron density can be computed from the upper hybrid frequency using the equation Ne = (•UH I •cce)/(8980)2 cm-3.
(1)
If the electron cyclotron frequency is much less than the upper hybrid frequency, fce < fuI-I, as is often the case, then the electron density is simply proportional to the square of the upper hybrid resonance frequency. The second method of determining the electron density relies on the well-known propagation cutoff of electromagnetic radiation at the electron plasma frequency [Stix, 1962] . When electromagnetic radiation with a broad range of frequencies and wave normal directions is incident on a region of increasing plasma density, a sharp low-frequency cutoff is produced at the electron plasma frequency. The electron density can then be computed using the equation Ne : •ppe /(8980) 2cm-3,
where fpe is the cutoff frequency. Although simple in principle, this technique must be used with care, since similar lowfrequency cutoffs can be produced between a distant source and the observer. Also, if the distribution of wave normal directions is not sufficiently broad, no waves may actually reach the propagation cutoff, in which case the observed cutoff only provides an upper limit to the electron density. Despite these limitations, the low-frequency cutoff has been frequently used to determine the electron density in planetary magnetospheres [Gurnett and Shaw, 1973 When identifying the upper hybrid frequency, care must be taken to distinguish the upper hybrid emission from a series of spacecraft-generated interference lines that occur in the same general frequency range. Examples of these interference lines can be seen in all four flybys and are labeled "interference." Usually it is easy to distinguish the interference lines from the upper hybrid emission since the interference lines are at constant frequencies, whereas the upper hybrid frequency varies with time. Another characteristic that helps distinguish the upper hybrid emission from spacecraft-generated interference is amplitude variations, which are smooth and continuous for the upper hybrid emission and highly irregular for the interference lines (usually a distinctive dot-dash pattern). Also, for reasons that are not completely understood, the spacecraftgenerated interference disappears as soon as the upper hybrid frequency drops below the frequency of the interference line. This effect is apparently a plasma effect that decreases the coupling of the interference source to the antenna whenever the upper hybrid frequency exceeds the wave frequency. Examples of this effect can be seen in Plate 1 from about 1757 to 1805 UT during the I0 flyby and from 0406 to 0415 UT during the 124 flyby.
Frequency-Time Spectrograms
During the I0 flyby, which is shown in the top panel of Plate 1, a narrowband emission can be seen at a frequency of about 5.5 x l0 s Hz that extends from the beginning of the spectrogram to within a few minutes of closest approach. This band of emission has been previously identified as the upper hybrid line by Gurnett et al. [1996] . As the spacecraft approaches Io, the emission is seen to broaden upward in frequency. The upward broadening, which extends up to about 1.5 x 10 6 Hz is believed to be due to a weak band of radio emission just above the upper hybrid resonance frequency. In the region of somewhat broader bandwidth, the lower edge of the band, which is the most intense, is taken to be the upper hybrid resonance frequency. This frequency is indicated by the white line labeled fuI-i. At about 1743 UT the low-frequency cutoff of the band suddenly starts to increase and ramps up to about 1 x 10 6 Hz at 1744 UT. This low-frequency cutoff is interpreted as the propagation cutoff of electromagnetic radiation at the local electron plasma frequency and is labeled "fpe cutoff" in the tation bite-outs of this type can be caused by two effects: blockage by the ionosphere and blockage by the solid object. Blockage by the ionosphere occurs at frequencies below the maximum electron plasma frequency along the ray path, and blockage by the solid object occurs at all frequencies. In this case, the existence of a low-frequency cutoff indicates that the occultation is due primarily to blockage by the ionosphere (i.e., the ray paths pass through the ionosphere but not the solid body of To). Since the remote low-frequency cutoff implies that only frequencies above the maximum plasma frequency along the ray path can reach the spacecraft, the plasma frequency in the ionosphere of To must be at least 3.0 x 10 6 Hz, which corresponds to an electron density of 1.1 x l0 s cm -3. 
Discussion
In this paper we have presented measurements of electron densities near Io from Galileo plasma wave observations during the first four flybys of Io. For three of the flybys, I0, I25, and I27, large density enhancements were observed near Io; but during the I24 flyby, no density enhancement was observed that could be attributed to Io. The maximum electron densities measured during each of the four flybys are summarized in Table 1 , along with the type of flyby, the altitude at closest approach, the local time at closest approach, and the solar zenith angle at closest approach. Since Io is known from radio occultation measurements to have an ionosphere [Ktiore et at., 1974 [Ktiore et at., , 1975 Hinson et at., 1998 ], the question naturally arises whether the density enhancements observed are due to Io's ionosphere. For a gravitationally bound ionosphere the electron density is expected to have approximate spherical symmetry and to decrease exponentially with increasing height, with a scale height given by H = kT/mg. The radio occultation measurements of Ktiore et at. [1974] show that the dayside ionosphere extends to an altitude of at least 700 km and has a peak electron density of about 6 x 104 cm -• at an altitude of about 100 kin. The scale height is about 220 km. On the nightside of Io, Ktiore et at. [1975] show that the ionosphere is confined much closer to Io and has a peak electron density of about 9 x 10 • cm -• at an altitude of about 50 kin, with a scale height of about 60 kin. As can be seen from Table 1, 
